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ABSTRACT
Thispaperpresents
a new implementationofan
perecho-ranging FM Doppler systemwithimproved
formance, relative to the FM Doppler systemreported
previously. The use of long sweeps provides a significant
reduction in peaktoaverage power ratio compared to
system
pulsed wave (PW) emission. A PW Doppler
exploits the directrelationship between arrival time of the
received signal and range from the transducer. In the FM
Dopplersystems,asimilar
relationship exists in the
.spectral domain of the demodulated received signals, so
that rangeisrepresented by frequency. Thus, a shfl in
location of moving scatferers between consecutive emissionscorrespondstoafrequency
shifi in the spectral
signature. The improvement relative to the earlierversion
of the FM Dopplersystem
is attained by utilizing
cross-correlation ofreal spectra rather than of magnitude
spectra for assessing flow velocity. This
approach
requires a priori knowledge of the envelope of the received
sweep from a point scatterer.

over the interval 0 < t < t,. The parameter I, is the length
of the signal (typical values ranges from 50 ps to 2M) ps),
a is a form factor for the Gaussian envelope (normally a
= 31.h is the start frequency at t = 0 and S, is the sweep
rate in Hds. If the stop frequency at t = t, is called h,
then S , = (T,-f,)it,. In this paper, the emitting and
receiving transducers are assumed ideal, exceptfor a
bandlimited frequency response that is modelled directly
into ( I ) by the Gaussian envelope.
Assumingthat the received sweepfrom a scatterer
movingaxiallyaway
from the transducer withspeed v
and located at range d"'at t = 0 and n = 0 can be written
as an amplitude modulated, time delayed and Doppler
compressed replica of the emitted signal, the nth received
signal can be written as

1 . INTRODUCTION
The non-invasive assessment of blood flow with PW
Doppler ultrasound is today a standardtechnique
in
hospitals and clinics. However, to reducethehighpeak
powerof the emitted PW signal, but at the same time
maintaina wide bandwidth, Doppler systems emitting
coherent, repetitive frequency modulated (FM) signals
have been de~eloped.".~'This paper presents an improved
version of the FM frequency shifi measurement (FM-fsm)
Doppler technique"'which
in several respects is analogous to the PW time shift measurement,"' PW-ism,
technique. Simultaneous emission and reception is
generally utilized
in
the
FM Doppler system, thus
requiring a dual transducer system.

2-

(3)

In (Z), r is the scattering coefficient of the scatterer, p =
(c-v)/(c+v) is the Doppler compression factor and ccc =
2(ait,J2. As the scattering modelused in this paper is
assumed linear, the results for the multi-scatterer situation
can be found by use of superposition.

3 . FM-fsm SIGNAL PROCESSING

2 . EMITTED AND RECEIVED SIGNAL
For a given measurementof a velocityprofile, the
entire emitted signal consists of N sweep signals with a
Gaussian envelope, denoted n = 10; N - l ] . The time
interval between consecutive sweeps is T,. Eachsweep
signal has the form
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The block diagram for FM-fsm Doppler system is
shownin Figure 1. The received signal inthe FM-fsm
Doppler system is basically a linear sweep signal which
must be demodulated witha reference sweep signal in
quadrature in order to establish a unique range-frequency
relationship analogous to the range-time relationship
known from P W excitation. The result of the demodulation, after lowpass filtering (LPF) and Fourier transform,
is called the fsm spectrum'" and denoted eylm.
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f = f,. Figure 2(f) and (g) show the real and magnitude
parts of two consecutive fsrn spectra. The fsmI4' spectrum
is analogous to the received signal due to PW excitation
and is processed in roughly the same fashion. As will be
shown, consecutive fsm magnitude spectra are identical in
shape, hut shifted infrequency. In contrast, the phase
function changes fromone fsrn spectrum to the next,
causing the real part of consecutive fsrn spectra to differ
both in frequency and in shape of the spectral waveform.
can be shown to he'"
The fsrn spectrum, called

ct'm,

Figure 1 Block diagran1 of FM-fsm signal processing.
An example of the emitted sweep signal is givenin
Figure 2(a), while two consecutive received signals from
one moving particle are presented in Figure 2(h-c). The
constant amplitude reference sweephas the same start
frequency and sweep rate as the emitted signal, but time
delayed t, = 2DIc where D is the measurement range.
For a single scatterer, the demodulated signal is a tone
burst with Gaussian envelope and duration t,. The mean
frequency of this tone burst isproportional to the axial
displacement of the particle from DJ4]Two consecutive
demodulated signals are shown in Figure 2(d) and (e).
Next, the demodulated signal is Fourier transformed into
the frequency domain, with a temporal zero reference of
(81

where

$'

=

t i n ) - t,

and

and

q f ) = n p (Zh -

so$')

(6)

The frequency value, f,"', defined in (5). is called the
position frequency141 ofthe fsrn spectrum. This frequency
is proporlional to the difference between the actual range
of the particle. d '"l, and the measurement range, D .
When i;f'U, in (4) has been obtained from the
received signal, the subsequent processing is done along
the same lines as for the PW-tsm Doppler system: A
segment around f = 0 of widihf, is isolated from thefsm
spectrum,
and then cross-correlated with
the

ef'm,

subsequent fsrn spectrum, @""v). It is seen from (4) and
( 5 ) that consecutive magnitude fsrn spectra are displaced
by an amount

(dl

AA

=

f.("+l)- j - 1

2v5
= T
so = T$o

(7)

The spectral shift, Afo, is equal to the change in round trip
travel time, T,, to the scatterer multiplied with the time to
frequency conversion factor, S,. Specifically, it is seen
that

t

m

I Gr"'(f) I = I G;S"'O;-Afo)I

(111
-1

(8)
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Figure 2 Signals and spectra of the FM-fsm Doppler
system. See text for details. In (f) and (g), (-) and ( ) ,
corresponds to real part and magnitude, respectively.

Gr'"U,

#

@'v-AfJ

(9)

The latter inequality is due to the fact that the time signals
are
v
generated
)
are not only
from which ct'v) and @'"
shifted in frequency but also in time causing the phase of
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@'"m.

GF'y) to be shifted relatively to the phase of
This can be observed by comparing plot (d) with plot (e)
in Figure 2. Also note that the rate of oscillation of the
fsm spectrum is changed by a small amount. The phase
shift between consecutive fsm spectra means that the
unique waveform signature present in received PW signals at a given rangeis not preserved in the real nor
However, it is nevertheless
imaginary part of

cf'm.

possible to cross-correlate thereal parts of G;b"'v) and
from the analytic expression of this cross-correlation
function derive an expression for the peak location. Note
that this expression depends on the envelope of the
received sweep signals.In this paper, a Gaussianenvelope
is assumed, as shown in (I). In an experimental situation
with finite bandwidth transducers, the envelope of the
excitation waveform may be chosen so that the received
sweep signal from a point scatterer has the desired
envelope. A good approximation to the global maximum
of this cross-correlation function, for the case whenthe
scatterer velocity is below the aliasing velocity limit (=
c/(4f0T,)) has been found to bel5'

":i T)

- so+- v

'lo

=

C

An estimate of

t
where

@;+'J(fl

4Tr fo
-V
c t,

(10)

x,.based on actual data, is found as
=

argmax{ @;"+')(y)

J

(11)

Y

is the cross-correlation function between

envelope-dependent expression for the global maximum
of the cross-correlation function.
When the FM Doppler system is implemented to
provide a velocity profile,the
velocity foraset
of
measurement ranges, D,.must befound. In the implementation presented in this paper, each range must be
T per
treated individually, requiring a new D and F
velocity estimate or range cell. More efficient approaches
are possible, but these are beyond the scope of this paper.

4 . SIMULATION STUDIES
This section provides a limited performance comparisons between the FM-fsm and the PW-tsm Doppler
systems. Specifically, a 2D flow situation with parabolic
flow in a rigid tube, was modeled. The received signals
were calculated from a large number of scattering centers
randomly distributed inside the region from which backscattered signal would be received. The lateral variation
in ultrasound beam intensity is modelled as a Gaussian
shape.
The parameters identical inboth
system were as
follows: fo = (fl+f,)/2= 5 MHz, the r m s bandwidth is 1
MHz and a = 3; T, = IC0 p ; v ~ = 0.75
, ~ &S.~ N = 2 and
SNR = 20 dB. The flow velocity in the center of the tube
in direction of the beam was: ,v = 0.85~,,~~
= 0.64 m/s.
The parameters for the PW Doppler system were: rm.pw =
637 ns = 3.Uf,.The specific parameters for the FM
Doppler system were: fl = 0.5 MHz and fi = 9.5 MHz;
r , , = 0.8T,= 80 p
The results of 3000 independent repetitions of the
simulations is given in Figure 4which shows the mean
velocity profiles together with S one standard deviation
for the FM and PW Doppler systems, respectively.

Gt'U, and G!+'!U,.

Using (10) and (11). an estimate of
the particle velocity can be found. An example showing
+l1($ is
the peaks of the magnitude and real parts of
given in Figure 3. Figure 3 illustrates the advantage of
cross-correlation of the real part of the fsm spectra over
magnitude of fsrn spectra: The cross-correlation peak is
much sharper, leading to a more precise determination of
velocity. The "cost" of this approach is a more complex,
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Figure 3 Magnitude (-) andreal part ( ) of typical
cross-correlation function in the FM-fsm Doppler system
with their respective peaks indicated.

Figure 4 Meanvelocity profiles shown with f one
standard deviation for the FM-fsm Doppler system (-)
and the PW-tsm Doppler system ( ) . The true velocity
profile, TVP , (known a priori) is shown as
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5 . EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
An experimental Doppler system has been developed,
for the purpose of makingbothFMrfsmandPW-tsm
Doppler measurements. The measurement system consists
of (1) a DOS based computer; (2) an a r b i t r q function
generator for generation of the emitted PW or FM signal
in analog form; (3) a power amplifier, driving the emitting
transducer; (4) a focused dual element annulararray
ultrasonic transducer, for simultaneous emission and
reception of ultrasound and ( 5 ) a digital storage oscilloscope (DSO), with which the received signal was digitized
(at 8 bits resolution) and transferred to the computer. The
flow phantom used a centrifugal pump thatcirculated a
mixture of water andcorn starch (2-5 % vol.) though a
20 mm in diameter tube.
The bandwidth of the FM system was slightly higher
than that of the PW system, and the signal to noise ratio
(SNR) of the analog signals wasbetterthan 40 dB for
both systems. However, as the annular arraytransducer
wasnot optimized for simultaneous emission and reception, the experimental system suffered from serious
cross-talkwhen FM signals were emitted. Most of the
cross-talk, as well as the stationary echoes from the tube
wall,
was
removed
by
means of
a
stationaryecho
canceller (SEC). The SEC operated on the digitized
signals in the computer, by subtracting consecutive
received rf signals. For the FM-fsm Doppler system the
stationary echo cancelled signals were only represented
by a few bits, reducing the SNR to below 20 dB. In the
choice of system parameters. it was desired to influence
the flow componentsof the received signals as little as
possible by the SEC transfer function. At the same time
T, was set as low as possible to maximize the number of
received signals that could fit into the DSO memory. This
required that rather high flow velocities were used.
Allthe measured velocity profiles exhibited areasonably good agreement with the directly
measured
volume flows. Typical profiles obtained with the FM-fsm

Doppler system and PW-tsm Doppler system are shown
in Figure 5. As the Reynolds number far exceeds the limit
for laminar flow, the profiles tend towards a general
rectangular shape, but with fluctuations, as has also been
demonstrated with laser Doppler velocimetry andwith
bubble visualization"'.

6 . CONCLUSIONS
Abriefdescriptionof
the signal processing in the
improved FM Doppler system has been given, and the
technique for cross-correlating real spectral has been
presented. The performance of the FM Doppler has been
evaluated numerically and experimentally. In the latter,
the FM and PW Doppler systems were compared using a
simple flow model under semi-realistic conditions.
Despite considerable cross-talk in the FM Doppler system,
the flow profiles obtained with the twosystems agreed
quite well. In order to validate the applicability in the area
of medical diagnostic ultrasound, experiments with a soft
tissue-like coupling medium and in-vivo experiments need
to be carried out using a transducer with lower cross-talk.
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